Predicting prolonged hospital stay after laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Widespread application of laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) has resulted in a high complication rate and leads to prolonged hospital stays. This study aimed to investigate the preoperative and intraoperative clinical factors that relate to prolongation of hospital stay. We studied 370 patients who underwent LC for gallbladder disease between 2008 and 2012. Clinical risk factors were retrospectively collected. The clinical pathway for LC was indicated for all patients, and they were divided into two groups according to postoperative length of stay (LOS): the normal duration group (LOS ≤5 days) and the long duration (LD) group (LOS ≥6 days). Multiple regression analysis was used to predict risk factors that identified hospital prolongation to create a LOS prediction score. The normal duration group was 236 patients and the LD group was 134. Seventeen patients (4.6%) required conversion from laparoscopic to open surgery. LOS was 4.82 days in the normal duration group and 12.08 days in the LD group. In the LD group, 18.7% of the patients stayed more than 14 days, but no patients were readmitted. Thirteen clinical factors were statistically different between the two groups. ASA score and LC difficulty were the most predictive risk factors for LOS prolongation. LOS prediction score consisted of eight variables selected from 13 factors; it helped determine the likelihood of whether a patients' hospital stay was prolonged (sensitivity, 82.1%; specificity, 75.0%). Thirteen factors closely related to hospital stay duration and LOS prediction score could predict the prolongation of a patient's hospital stay.